Abstract Transient loss of lock is one of the key space weather effects on the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). Based on the Constellation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate Global Positioning System (GPS) radio occultation (RO) observations during 2007-2011, we have analyzed the signal cycle slip (CS) occurrence comprehensively and its correlation to the ionospheric weather phenomena such as sporadic E (E s ), equatorial F region irregularity (EFI), and the ionospheric equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA). The high vertical resolution of RO observations enables us to distinguish the CS resulting from different ionospheric layers clearly on a global scale. In the E layer, the CS is dominated by the E s occurrence, while in the F layer, the CS is mainly related to the EIA and EFI at low and equatorial latitudes. In the polar region, the CS is primarily related to polar cap electron density gradients. The overall average CS (>6 cycles) occurrence is~23% per occultation, with the E (50-150 km) and F (150-600 km) layers contributing 8.3% and~14.7%, respectively. Awareness of the effect of the ionospheric weather on the CS of the low Earth orbit (LEO)-based GNSS signal could be beneficial to a variety of applications, including the LEO-based GNSS data processing and the corresponding hardware/firmware design.
Introduction
Since the development of the Global Positioning System (GPS), or now commonly called the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), GNSS signals from either ground or low Earth orbit (LEO)-based receivers have been widely used to monitor ionospheric weather [Coster and Komjathy, 2008, and references therein] . Dualfrequency pseudo range and carrier phase can be used to derive the slant total electron content (TEC) along the GNSS raypath. For a regional or global dense GNSS network, these slant TEC can be used to construct vertical TEC maps, which have been widely used in critical applications and scientific research [Coco et al., 1993; Fuller-Rowell et al., 2006; Mannucci et al., 1998; Komjathy et al., 2005] . If the receiver is on board a LEO satellite, the slant TEC observations can be further inverted to electron density profiles under certain geometry, which is called radio occultation (RO) [Anthes, 2011; Jakowski et al., 2002; Schreiner et al., 2007; Yue et al., 2014] . In addition, both the amplitude and phase are usually used to calculate the ionospheric scintillation index, which can represent the occurrence of ionospheric irregularities [Aarons et al., 1996; Li et al., 2011; Pi et al., 1997] .
However, ionospheric weather can significantly affect the performance of GNSS [Buchert et al., 2015; Klobuchar, 1991; Skone et al., 2001] . Among those effects, loss of signal reception is considered to be one of the most serious space weather effects on the GNSS [Coster and Komjathy, 2008] . A cycle slip (CS) is the discontinuity for a measured carrier phase due to transient loss of lock in the tracking loop by GNSS receiver. A CS could be caused by many factors, including the following: (1) line-of-sight signal obstruction, for example, by a building or tree for a ground-based receiver or a solar panel for a LEO-based receiver; (2) a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to scattering by ionospheric irregularities, absorption by the ionosphere or dense tropospheric water vapor, and radio interference by other signals such as a solar radio burst indicated by Yue et al. [2013] ; and (3) hardware-and firmware-related tracking failures [Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 1997] . The existence of a CS can significantly influence the data quality and therefore reduce the applicability of GNSS in navigation and surveying, such as the GNSS-based real-time kinematic, precise point positioning [Banville and Langley, 2010] , and the ionospheric TEC calculation . Detection and calibration of the CS occurrence is therefore one of the main tasks in GNSS data processing [Liu, 2011] . even signal Doppler or some mathematical methods such as polynomial fitting and Kalman filter. Depending on the specific situation, such as single-/double-/triple-frequency receiver, single/network receivers, GPS only, or combined navigation system, each method has its own advantages and disadvantages [Dai et al., 2009] . A detailed description of each method is beyond the scope of this paper.
A variety of electron density irregularities exist at all latitude and altitude regions of the ionosphere, of particular interest to this study are sporadic E (E s ) and equatorial F region irregularities (EFI). The statistical features and physical mechanisms of E s and EFI have been comprehensively studied [Abdu et al., 2014] and summarized by both Fejer and Kelley [1980] and Mathews [1998] . When the GNSS radio waves pass through the ionosphere, these ionospheric irregularities will cause either refraction or diffraction of the signals. The received signals will show temporal fluctuations in both amplitude and phase, which is known as ionospheric scintillation [Yeh and Liu, 1982] . Scintillation, in turn, can result in the occurrence of phase CS. The existence of ionospheric irregularities is one of the most substantial causes of CS. Zhang et al. [2010a] analyzed the temporal dependence of the CS occurrence over six GPS stations from a low-latitude area of China during the solar maximum years and found that the local time and seasonal variation of the CS occurrence agree well with that of the EFI occurrence. There is no investigation specifying that the E s caused CS in ground-based GNSS observations to our knowledge. This is most likely due to the following: (1) The E s layers usually have a small vertical scale of several kilometers and large horizontal scale of several hundred kilometers. The observations from a ground-based receiver therefore have large tilt angles between the GNSS ray and the E s layer. These make the refraction and diffraction of ground-based GNSS signals due to E s layers insignificant [Zeng and Sokolovskiy, 2010] ; (2) it is hard to distinguish the effect of the E s from that of the irregularities located in higher altitudes due to the observational geometry of the ground-based receivers; and (3) the ground-based GNSS signals are influenced significantly by the ambient environment. In addition, a larger electron density gradient along the GNSS ray, such as found in the equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA) region, rather than small-scale irregularity, could also cause CS occurrence. The CS occurrence of ground-based GNSS receiver is also influenced by a variety of other factors, including tropospheric weather, hardware/firmware, and the receiver environment. It is therefore hard to clearly distinguish the effects of ionospheric weather on the occurrence of CS using ground-based GNSS receivers. In this paper, we will make comprehensive analysis on the relationship between ionospheric weather and CS occurrence based on GPS RO observations made by the Constellation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate (COSMIC). GPS RO has the following advantages for this study: (1) high vertical resolution (1-3 km corresponding to a 1 Hz sampling rate), which enables us to distinguish the effects from different ionospheric layers; (2) quasi-horizontal observational geometry, which makes the signal more susceptible to the E s because the E s has a much larger horizontal scale than vertical scale [Zeng and Sokolovskiy, 2010] ; (3) no tropospheric influence; and (4) minimized environmental effect. By using the newly launched Swarm constellation satellites' GPS and in situ electron density data, Buchert et al. [2015] have shown that the GPS receiver loses track more frequently at density gradients associated with equatorial plasma bubbles. However, Swarm GPS has only zenith-looking observations, which are not able to distinguish the effect from different ionospheric layers.
We will describe the COSMIC observations and cycle slip detection method in sections 2 and 3, respectively. The correlation between E s and CS occurrence will be shown in section 4. Section 5 will give the CS occurrence due to the F region ionospheric weather. Previous studies of E s and EFI based on GPS RO will be reviewed in sections 4 and 5, respectively. Finally, we will discuss and conclude the paper in sections 6 and 7, respectively.
Data Description
GNSS RO is a conceptually simple remote sensing method that employs radio transmitter/receiver pairs with a signal path that transits a planetary limb. With a GNSS receiver on board a LEO satellite, the amplitude and phase of the GNSS radio signals can be measured very precisely as the GNSS satellite is occulted by Earth's ionosphere and atmosphere. The amplitude and phase variations can be used to derive ionospheric electron density and lower atmospheric temperature and water vapor [Anthes, 2011] . Many satellite missions equipped with a GNSS RO receiver have been launched after the pioneering GPS/MET (Meteorology) mission. The COSMIC was launched in April 2006 as the first satellite constellation dedicated to RO with near real-time data delivery [Schreiner et al., 2007] . The COSMIC data are processed and archived in the COSMIC Data
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Analysis and Archive Center (CDAAC) of the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) . Each COSMIC satellite has four separate antennas: two high gain occultation antennas, which begin to sample the atmosphere at~130 km altitude with a 50 Hz sampling rate to retrieve the lower atmosphere parameters such as the bending angle, refractivity, and temperature; the remaining two antennas are precise orbit determination (POD) antennas with a 1 Hz sampling rate. The POD antennas are used to determine the LEO orbit, observations of the ionosphere electron density, slant TEC, and scintillation index. To determine the amplitude scintillation index (S4), the POD antennas sample the amplitude at the L1 band with a 50 Hz rate on orbit, and a 1 Hz standard deviation is calculated on orbit and transferred to the ground to derive the S4 index. So the S4 index derived here might differ slightly from the real S4.
In this study, we use the COSMIC RO observations from the POD antenna during 2007-2011. The 1 Hz S4 index will be used to represent the occurrence of the ionospheric irregularities. Specifically, we use the occurrence rate of S4 larger than 0.3 to represent the occurrence of ionospheric irregularities. The selected threshold of 0.3 implies moderate to strong scintillation. Please note that we use the maximum S4 index from each RO profile rather than the whole profile to make the statistical analysis of the irregularity occurrence. This might result in a higher occurrence rate but should not influence the general features of the climatology. The 1 Hz phase data at the L1 band will be used to derive the occurrence of the CS. As demonstrated by Wu et al. [2005] , Arras et al. [2008] , and Chu et al. [2014] , the 50 Hz signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) from the occultation antenna could also be used to identify E s occurrence and it might have a higher percentage than 1 Hz S4 used here if the vertical scale of Es is less thañ 2 km (roughly corresponds to~1 Hz sampling). We use the 1 Hz S4 here since we also make use of the irregularity information in the F region, and the 50 Hz COSMIC occultation antennas begin sampling around~130 km altitude. Although all the observations are from the POD antenna, we can assume the S4 is independent of CS since they are derived from different parameters. In other words, a high scintillation index from SNR does not necessarily imply an integer CS in the phase, although the phase might show some oscillations during high scintillation time periods. In addition, the corresponding COSMIC RO electron density profiles are also used for further analysis. Apex magnetic latitude (MLat) and magnetic local time (MLT) are used in the analysis [Richmond, 1995] .
Cycle Slip Detection
The detection and calibration of the CS have been investigated comprehensively in the past [Blewitt, 1990; Liu, 2011] . In this study, we basically follow the Blewitt [1989 Blewitt [ , 1990 method of processing based on a wide-lane phase (defined in equation (1)) combination to detect CS occurrence. While this method is not influenced by the dispersive delay, it does reflect a degraded performance during an active ionosphere situation and a multipath environment due to reflection or defocus. The details of the used method are given in the following. Note that most parameters in CS detection are adjustable. The values used in this study are specified below.
Before CS detection, the multipath effect on the code measurements is calibrated by a given multipath pattern versus solar array drive angle and off boresight angle for coarse acquisition (C/A) code and precise (P) code, respectively. This multipath pattern is estimated statistically based on observations over a time interval that is of sufficient length to statistically map the multipath pattern of specific antenna and parameter (e.g., C1, P1, and P2) . In the CS detection, wide-lane and ionospheric combinations of phase and code measurements are used. Hereafter, the unit of phase (L1 and L2), code (P1 and P2), and these linear combinations are expressed in cycles rather than meters.
The wide-lane bias between phase and code is defined as follows:
where f1 (1575.42 MHz) and f2 (1227.6 MHz) are two frequencies of GPS signals. The ionospheric combinations of phase and code are defined as follows:
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Step 1: wide-lane CS detection based on the wide-lane bias of equation (1). The main criteria include the mean and root-mean-square (RMS) scatter of the wide-lane bias, which are calculated using the following recursive formulas:
The a priori RMS scatter is set to be 0.05 cycles in this study. Outliers are identified if the following criterion is satisfied:
If σ i À 1 is larger than 0.3 cycles, we will use 0.3 cycles rather than σ i À 1 in formula (6). The CS is determined if any two consecutive outliers are within 0.1 cycles. The observational arc will be divided to be separate subarc since the beginning of CS, and a new calculation of formula (4) will be restarted. The amplitude of wide-lane CS is determined by the difference of average wide-lane bias (formula (4)) between subarcs.
Step 2: narrow-lane cycle slip detection based on Q combination (defined below). In this step, we use the Q lane combination rather than the ionospheric combination used by Blewitt [1990] . For each consecutive four-point vector in the subarc, we suppose the average time slope of L I of this vector is ρ, the Q lane is defined as follows:
t and t 0 are the time of the current point and first point of the subarc, respectively. This calculation is repeated for all consecutive four-point vectors of the subarc. At the meantime, each Q lane combination is offset to make sure that the first three points have zero mean difference to the last three points of the Q lane so far. The value of the first point in the four-point vector of Q lane is ignored. The value of the second point is averaged with that of the second to last point of the Q lane so far. The value of the third point overrides that of the last point of the Q lane so far, and the fourth point becomes the next new point in the Q lane. This Q lane gives a time series of values where outliers and CS can easily be detected. A jump of more than 1.5 cycles in Q lane is considered as an outlier, and any two consecutive outliers lying within 0.1 cycles are treated as a CS occurrence. The arc will be divided into new subarcs after each CS occurrence. In this step, we only detect the CS occurrence and do not estimate the CS size.
Step 3: CS determination for L1 and L2 based on L I combination. For each CS occurrence detected in steps 1 and 2, the CS size of L I could be determined through minimizing the following formula (8). The separate CS of L1 and L2 could then be calculated along with the CS size of wide-lane combination identified in step 1.
where σ L and σ P are the standard deviation of phase and code data, respectively. Given that the code is always much nosier than the phase data, we set σ L to be inversely proportional to the L2 signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the given 12 points, while the standard deviation of the code is separately estimated from the difference of L I À P I for before and after CS. W is a regularization parameter, and initial value is 10 12 times σ L . The minimization of formula (8) is solved using a conjugate gradient method. Each time with a solution of C, slip, and bias, a postfit to the code data is obtained. If the residual norm of this postfit is larger than 1.5 × σ P , w will be reduced by half, and the parameter estimation is repeated.
The accuracy of CS detection might be degraded due to the observational uncertainty resulting from ionospheric weather and insensitivity of the method to small CS. We use a threshold of 6 cycles to avoid potential influence by the method and the phase oscillations due to ionospheric activity. Of all the CS detected in our study during the selected time interval, the ratio of small CS (1.5-6 cycles) to large CS (>6 cycles) occurrence is~1:1.2. We use only those RO events with whole profile observations to avoid short-term loss of tracking. To Space Weather
illustrate, Figure 1 depicts the normalized distribution of the S4 > 0.3 and CS occurrence with respect to the straight line height of the LEO-GPS ray observed by the COSMIC satellites during 2007-2011 for all local times globally. Generally, the S4 altitude profile has two peaks around~105 and 260 km altitude, which are probably due to the existence of sporadic E and F region irregularity, respectively. The CS can occur at any altitude, with one major peak around the E s altitude (~95 km), which is probably caused by the E s . The peak altitude is 10 km less than that of S4 index, which could be due to either statistical error or CS tends to occur at the bottom of E s layer. Another minor peak in CS occurrence occurs in the bottomside of the F layer (~215 km), and the peak altitude is~45 km lower than that of S4 index. As will be shown in section 4, the CS occurrence in the F region is also caused by the EIA. The contributions by the ionosphere lower than 150 km accounts for 36% of total CS. Please note that the CS occurrence results shown in the figure are normalized to the whole altitude range.
Cycle Slip Occurrence in E Region and Its Relation to Sporadic E Layers
E s has been investigated extensively both theoretically and experimentally in the past century. It is generally accepted that E s is composed of metallic ions of meteoric origin that converge into a thin layer due to vertical wind shears, especially in the middle-latitude region. The occurrence of E s is controlled by multiple factors, including tidal wind, the Earth's geomagnetic field, and meteoric deposition of metallic material in the background thermosphere. These factors result in variations of E s occurrence with respect to local time, altitude, latitude, longitude, and season [Abdu et al., 2014; Haldoupis, 2011; Mathews, 1998 ]. E s has historically been observed mainly by ground-based radars, including ionosonde and incoherent/coherent scatter radars (ISR/CSR), and occasional in situ probes carried by rockets. Recently, the GNSS RO technique has shown great capability in detecting the global E s occurrence [Arras et al., 2008; Chu et al., 2014; Dou et al., 2010; Hocke et al., 2001; Wu et al., 2005; Yeh et al., 2012; Yue et al., 2015a] . Hocke et al. [2001] first derived E s occurrence from GPS/MET RO data. Wu et al. [2005] did a more comprehensive statistical analysis of ionospheric E s layers including the seasonal, diurnal, and altitudinal variations based on CHAMP RO data. This statistical study has been enhanced based on the abundant COSMIC data by Arras et al. [2008] , Yeh et al. [2012] , and Chu et al. [2014] . These studies confirmed and supported the well-known wind shear theory of E s in middlelatitude regions [Mathews, 1998] . Yue et al. [2015a] also reported some cases of complex E s layers such as multiple E s layers and simultaneous broad region [2014] applied a stricter criterion on both the amplitude and phase fluctuations of L1 and L2 signals to avoid potential influences from instrument and measurement noise. We have compared these methods and confirmed that the COSMIC S4 index derived from 50 Hz L1 amplitude samplings is accurate enough to identify E s occurrence [Yue et al., 2015a] .
In Figure 2 (top row), we plot the geographical distribution of the E s and the CS occurrence rate (%) between 85 and 125 km altitudes observed by the COSMIC satellites during 2007-2011. The E s occurrence is represented by the occurrence rate of the S4 index larger than 0.3 in the altitude range of 85-125 km. We select 85-125 km altitude interval here because COSMIC RO observations have shown that E s can occur up to 125 km altitude [Chu et al., 2014] and the E s in higher altitude could map down to the lower altitude due to the localization issue [Yue et al., 2015a] . The unit of measurement for the CS occurrence is CS per occultation in percentage (%), which was calculated based on the COSMIC-observed RO events. Note that the COSMIC RO events have uneven distributions with respect to latitude, and we do not show the results above 80°in latitude because there are very few RO observations in that region.
The global distribution of the E s occurrence represented by the S4 > 0.3 corresponds well with those derived from the COSMIC RO SNR data or even other independent observations [Wu et al., 2005; Arras et al., 2008] . Generally, the CS occurrence in the E region has the same global distribution pattern as the E s occurrence, which can be seen in the peak in the East Asia region (~60% and~7.5% for E s and CS, respectively) and the trough in the South Africa region (~25% and~4% for E s and CS, respectively). We also looked at the geographic distribution of E s and CS in polar view for both hemispheres (figures not shown here). In northern polar region, E s shows relatively larger occurrence rate during 0°E-90°E and 90°W-180°W sectors, while CS occurrence does not show similar distribution. In southern polar region, no specific geographic distribution is detected in both E s and CS. In southern high-latitude region (~65°S), E s shows two peaks around 0°W-90°W 
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and 90°E-150°E sectors, while that of CS is less obvious. The inconsistency between E s and CS in northern polar and southern high-latitude regions is probably due to the fact that the RO profiles in polar region tilt significantly, which makes the CS per occultation calculation less accurate with respect to geographic location.
In Figure 2 (bottom row), we plot the distributions of the E s and CS occurrences with respect to MLT and MLat. At middle latitudes, both parameters are largest in the afternoon and smallest prior to sunrise. In the equatorial region, both parameters show insignificant occurrence and a clear geomagnetic control can be identified as observed by Arras et al. [2008] . But both parameters are not exactly 0 along the geomagnetic equator because there exist E s along the geomagnetic equator due to electric field as indicated by Abdu et al. [2014] . In the high-latitude and polar regions, both parameters peak right before midnight. The MLT variation is similar in both hemispheres, and Northern Hemisphere is a little higher than that of Southern. In addition, there exists an extremely low E s occurrence near noon MLT at northern high latitudes while this feature is less obvious in the Southern Hemisphere. This might be due to the difference of magnetic field horizontal intensity between the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, which plays an important role in E s formation. In addition, this extremely low value is not visible in CS occurrence, which will be discussed in section 5. Figure 3 shows the MLT-MLat variation of CS occurrence in the southern polar region. The E s occurrence has a similar variation and not shown here. Around midnight, the CS occurrence peaks in Aurora region. When approaching sunset time, the peak location moves toward the polar cap region. Our results are consistent with previous ground-based observations as summarized by Kirkwood and Nilsson [2000] . The nighttime CS occurrence is probably due to the corresponding small-scale electric field variation, which is assumed to be the source of E s in polar region [Kirkwood and Nilsson, 2000; Mathews, 1998; Voiculescu et al., 2006] . For comparison, we also embedded the polar electric potential contour calculated from Weimer05 model in the figure [Weimer, 2005] . The average interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) B y and B z , solar wind velocity and number density, and AL index during 2007-2011 derived from OMNIWeb database are used to drive Weimer05 model. The dipole tilt angle is selected to be 0°. The two parameters exhibit similar structure during 18-24 MLT. This provides further evidence that the E s occurrence is highly related to the small-scale electric fields in the nighttime polar region. While during daytime, other factors such as tidal wind could also play an important role in the E s formation [Kirkwood and Nilsson, 2000; Voiculescu et al., 2006] . Furthermore, the electric field effect depends on the direction and amplitude of IMF B y and B z components [Voiculescu et al., 2006] . Figure 3 is only correct in terms of statistics. For specific magnetic storms or substorms the situation may be quite different. Further investigations are needed on this issue.
In Figure 2 , all the data, regardless of season and solar activity, are plotted together to see the average pattern. We have also investigated the seasonal and solar cycle variations of these parameters in either the LON-LAT or MLT-MLat coordinate systems. Both the E s and CS occurrences show no significant solar activity dependency, which is consistent with previous investigations on the E s climatology. Please note that the yearly F 10.7 index varies from 68 to 110 during 2007-2011, which does not cover a whole cycle. In addition, 
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both parameters show similar seasonal variations. To illustrate the similarity of the seasonal variation, we plot the geographical distribution of the two parameters during different seasons in Figure 4 . Northern summer (May, June, July, and August), equinox (March, April, September, and October), and northern winter (January, February, November, and December) are considered here. Again, the seasonal variations of the E s occurrence over these periods agree well with previous studies [Arras et al., 2008; Chu et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2005] and can be explained well by the wind shear theory. In Figure 4 it is also apparent that the CS occurrence rate follows a similar seasonal variation to that of the E s . Generally, both parameters are larger in summer than in winter with the equinox as the transitory season. During the southern summer season, both parameters have their lowest value near the South Africa area. While during the northern summer, the Eurasian continent has a relatively larger value. The MLT-MLat distribution of the E s and CS for different seasons also shows similar seasonal variations (figure not shown here).
Cycle Slip Occurrence in F Region and Its Relation to F Region Irregularity and Equatorial Ionization Anomaly
F region irregularities have been studied comprehensively by either ground-based GNSS network [Aarons et al., 1996; Li et al., 2011; Pi et al., 1997] or LEO-based RO measurement [Brahmanandam et al., 2012; Carter et al., 2013; Dymond, 2012; Straus et al., 2003; Wickert et al., 2004] . Straus et al. [2003] made a statistical analysis of the GPS C/A code SNR fluctuations on L1 frequency from 2 months observations made by Ionospheric Occultation Experiment on board the PICOSat satellite. The geographic and local time distributions of the S4 index are consistent with the known F region scintillation climatology, which prove the usefulness of GPS RO on monitoring global F region irregularities. This was confirmed later by Wickert et al. [2004] Both the geographic and MLT-MLat distributions are given here. The EFI mainly occurs within ±20°of the geomagnetic equator after sunset and around midnight, with peaks near the American longitude sector. In the American sector, the daily average S4 > 0.3 could be up to~40%, while is it less than 20% in the Asian sector. This longitude variation is in agreement with EFI observed by the global ground-based GNSS observations [Li et al., 2011] . Carter et al. [2013] explained this enhanced EFI occurrence by the South Atlantic anomaly, where EFIs are suppressed by particle precipitation. Regarding the MLT variation, the daily maximum of S4 > 0.3 could be up to 60% at~21 MLT around the geomagnetic equator. Detailed analysis of EFI features observed by COSMIC RO is beyond the focus of this paper, and the readers are directed to Carter et al. [2013] . The distribution of F region CS occurrence shows slight differences compared to the distribution of F region irregularities. Around midnight (22-02 MLT), the CSs show maximum occurrence near the magnetic equator, which is similar to F region irregularities. However, during afternoon and sunset times, another CS occurrence peak occurs around the EIA region, when no significant EFIs are detected. The maximum CS of daytime and nighttime could be up to 25% per occultation. The distribution of CS occurrence during daytime is consistent with that of the electron density distribution in EIA region. It is probably the strong ionospheric horizontal gradients that occur in the EIA region, which could cause the CS of the GNSS signal. Differently from ground-based receivers, LEO-based GNSS signals suffer more from horizontal electron density gradients due to the RO geometry, as indicated in Figure 2 of Dymond [2012] . In addition, the geographic distribution of CS also shows a peak around the equator in South America, which is the same as that of EFI. However, the CS occurrence has peaks in the EIA crest region (~± 20°MLat) and even a wave number 4 structure along the longitude direction is apparent, which is consistent with the longitude variations of ionospheric electron density. This wave number 4 structure originates from the latent heat release during the tropical cloud formation, 
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which will excite the diurnal eastward wave number 3 nonmigrating tide. This tide will transport to the mesosphere and lower thermosphere and result in wave number 4 structure in the eastward electric field through E region dynamo and therefore in the electron density through E × B effect [Immel et al., 2006] . This further confirms that the CS could be caused by the existence of sharp horizontal gradients in the EIA region. The daily maximum CS occurrence of daily average geographic distribution due to both EIA and EFI is about 18% per occultation.
The distributions of EFI and CS for different altitude intervals in MLT-MLat coordinates are shown in Figure 6 . The EFI is weaker at higher altitudes. The maximum of S4 > 0.3 varies from~80% in 150-250 km to~30% in 450-550 km. It peaks prior to midnight and lasts until after midnight between 150 and 350 km. While above 350 km, the EFI mainly occurs prior to midnight. These results are consistent with previous analysis [Brahmanandam et al., 2012] . The CS occurrence due to EIA decreases with increasing altitude and mainly appears in the bottom of the F2 peak (150-350 km). The altitude dependency of CS due to EFI is insignificant. However, the maximum of CS occurrence due to EFI appears around midnight, which is inconsistent with that of EFI. This is probably due to the fact that the S4 represents the EFI occurrence while CS is controlled by the gradient of electron density within EFI. The maximum CS occurrence due to the EIA can be up to~12% per occultation between 150 and 250 km, while the corresponding value due to EFI is~8%. However, the overall CS occurrences due to EIA and EFI are comparable in Figure 5 because the CS due to EFI in higher-altitude intervals (350-550 km) is more significant. Figure 7 displays the seasonal variations of ionospheric peak density (N m F 2 ), EFI, and CS occurrence in terms of MLT-MLat map in middle and low latitudes. First of all, all three parameters are higher in equinox than in solstice, which is called the semiannual variation [Rishbeth et al., 2000; Yue et al., 2015b] . During daytime, the CS occurrence coincides with regions of enhanced N m F 2 . In equinox, both parameters show nearly symmetric distribution in both hemispheres. While in solstice, during prenoon time (e.g., 10:00 LT), the winter hemisphere is higher than the summer hemisphere, which is due to the summer-to-winter neutral wind effect [Rishbeth et al., 2000; Yue et al., 2015b] . The opposite occurs during the afternoon. That is, both parameters are higher in the summer hemisphere than in the winter. The behavior in the afternoon is due to the combined effect of the summer-to-winter neutral winds and eastward electric field [Rishbeth et al., 2000; Yue et al., 2015b] . During daytime, both N m F 2 and CS are higher at the December solstice than at the June solstice, which is known as the annual asymmetry. During nighttime, the CS occurrence is mainly caused by the EFI. But there exist some differences between these two parameters. The CS occurrence rate peaks around midnight, while EFI peaks earlier. During solstice, the CS occurrence is significantly higher in the winter 
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hemisphere than in the summer hemisphere, while this hemispheric asymmetry of EIA is less obvious before noon time (e.g., 10:00 LT). In addition, the seasonal variation of EFI and resultant CS during nighttime is less obvious than that of EIA and CS during daytime. Please note that the variability of these three parameters is not necessarily linear because they are different parameters with different units.
To more clearly demonstrate the seasonal variation of these parameters, we plot the monthly average N m F 2 , EFI, and CS occurrence rate within ±35°MLat in Figure 8 . We can see obvious semiannual variation in all three parameters. Specifically, all parameters peak around March and October. The CS occurrence also has a minor peak around June and peaks 1 month later than other two in September equinox, which might be due to the statistical uncertainty. The monthly CS occurrence varies from~15% to~22% per occultation. The seasonal variation of N m F 2 and EFI could be explained well by the corresponding variation of neutral composition and ionospheric E × B drift [Kelley, 2009; Rishbeth et al., 2000] . Please note that the seasonal variation of EFI occurrence has longitudinal variation, which might also influence the CS occurrence.
In the high-latitude and polar F region, there is no specific geographic and altitude variations of CS and F region irregularities. However, as indicated in Figure 9 , both parameters do manifest MLT-MLat variations. The F region irregularity mainly occurs around midnight, which agrees with the climatological study of Fejer and Kelley [1980] . When approaching midnight from sunset time, the peak location tends to move equatorward. The CS occurrence peaks in the afternoon, which implies that the daytime electron density gradients rather than the nighttime scintillation dominate the CS occurrence in the polar region. The daily maximum of S4 > 0.3 (~14%) and CS occurrence (~17%) in the polar region is less than that of low-latitude and equatorial region (~60% and~25%, respectively) as shown in Figure 5 .
Discussion
The global distribution pattern and variability versus the season and local time of the E s , defined by the occurrence of the S4 index larger than 0.3 between 85 and 125 km in this paper, corresponds well with that of previous investigations based on different parameters, methods, or satellite missions [Arras et al., 2008; Chu et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2005] . The corresponding variations of the E s occurrence can be best explained by the wind shear theory, especially in the middle-latitude region [Chu et al., 2014; Mathews, 1998; Yue et al., 2015a] . In the polar region, the E s distribution versus MLT and MLat could be explained by the distribution of convection electric field [Weimer, 2005] . Our results shown in Figures 1-4 clearly demonstrate that the E s dominates the occurrence of GPS RO phase CSs around the ionospheric E layer height at all latitudes. Comparing to ground-based observations, the raypath of the signal of COSMIC RO in the ionosphere is almost horizontal near the tangent altitude, and the occultation signal in this condition is more apt to be affected by the so-called multipath effect. 
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In the F layer, the ionospheric irregularity occurrence in terms of S4 > 0.3 accords well with previous analysis [Aarons et al., 1996; Brahmanandam et al., 2012; Carter et al., 2013; Li et al., 2011; Pi et al., 1997] . These climatology patterns have been understood and even empirically modeled well in the literature [Basu et al., 1988; Fejer and Kelley, 1980; Kelley, 2009] . During daytime, the CS occurrence is mainly related to the electron density gradient due to the EIA in the low-latitude and equatorial region and the polar cap ionosphere in the polar region. During nighttime, the CS occurrence is mainly related to ionospheric irregularities in the EIA region. In middle and low latitudes, the CS occurrence due to EIA and EFI is comparable, while in polar region, the effect due to irregularities is less significant than the daytime electron density gradient. The overall CS occurrence is more significant in the EIA region than the polar cap region. At middle-high latitudes, the CS is less significant since both the electron density gradient and irregularity occurrence are small. In the EIA region, the CS occurrence follows a similar seasonal variation to the EIA N m F 2 during daytime and the S4 index in nighttime, which could be explained by the corresponding neutral composition, neutral wind, and E × B drift variations [Kelley, 2009; Rishbeth et al., 2000; Yue et al., 2015b] . We also looked at the solar activity variations of three parameters during 2007-2011 [Zhang et al., 2010b] . Generally, all three parameters increase with the increasing of solar activity level represented by the F 10.7 index. This is understandable since the ionization and E × B drift have a solar activity dependency, which will result in a corresponding variation of EIA and EFI and in turn effects on CS occurrence. Our results not only confirmed these previous statistics but also distinguish the effects on CS from different causes due to higher vertical resolution of RO data. We also checked the magnetic field orientation dependency of CS and EFI as Anderson and Straus [2005] have demonstrated that the S4 index is higher when the GPS ray is aligned with the geomagnetic field. We can reproduce this geomagnetic field orientation dependency of S4 > 0.3 occurrence. However, the CS occurrence does not show this feature. The probable causes of these differences include the following: (1) statistical uncertainty; (2) higher S4 does not mean higher electron density gradients; and (3) the plasma bubble tends to occur along the magnetic field, but it does not mean the electron density gradient is larger along the magnetic field.
Between 50 and 600 km, the overall average CS occurrence per occultation is~23%. Note that the CS could also be caused by other factors besides ionospheric weather such as low SNR, solar panel effects, and software/hardware tracking. So the CS caused by ionospheric weather should be slightly smaller. But the relative contributions by different layers (E and F) and different types of ionospheric weather (EIA, E s , and EFI) indicated in this paper should be accurate if we assume those CS uncorrelated with ionospheric weather are stochastically distributed with respect to location and time. As indicated, using a threshold of 6 cycles in the CS detection will underestimate the CS occurrence. There are several newly proposed methods that could also detect small CS effectively [Cai et al., 2012; Liu, 2011] . It would be worthwhile to try those methods in future studies to determine if they significantly influence the results. In addition, the statistical results of this study should be different from ground-based GNSS receivers because of different observational geometry. The ground-based GNSS receiver should be less sensitive to the effect of E s and EIA.
The results shown in this paper could be of significance in the following aspects: (1) the strong correlation between CS and ionospheric weather occurrence could potentially enhance the predictability of CS occurrence of LEO-based GNSS receiver, which will therefore be helpful on the identification of CS occurrence in the real signal; (2) the results in this paper come from the COSMIC GPS RO observations in the L band. However, these results should also be applicable to most other radio wave frequencies, especially those in the UHF/VHF band. The effect of ionospheric weather on other LEO-based radio wave communications should not be ignored; (3) the results in the paper could be beneficial to the improvement of the corresponding hardware/firmware design of other observation components and/or systems, such as the GNSS RO receiver and other LEO-based radio wave communication systems.
Conclusions
In this paper, the COSMIC RO observations during 2007-2011 are used to study the relationship between ionospheric weather and CS occurrence. Specifically, the 1 Hz S4 index from COSMIC POD antennas are used to identify the ionospheric irregularities occurrence such as E s and EFI. The detected climatology of E s and F region irregularity occurrence agrees well with previous results. The COSMIC RO N m F 2 is also used to identify the EIA. The 1 Hz original phase data are used to detect the occurrence of CS based on a method similar to Space Weather 10.1002/2015SW001340
